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1. INTRODUCTION 

In this note, the feasibility of measuring CP-violation in the B-meson system with the 
GEM detector’ at SSC is described, using the decay mode Ed - .I/$ + Kz - p+/~-r+r- 
for the 0 angle measurement. In Section 2, the signature of the signal is discussed. Section 
3 is devoted to a description of the GEM performance, including the estimation of the 
backgrounds. The rate of the signal is discussed in Section 4, and the summary is given in 
Section 5. More details of this study are published in a separate paper.’ 

2. CP-VIOLATION SIGNATURE 

CP violation is signalled by a difference of the branching ratios of Bd and Bd decaying 
into the same CP eigenstate J/$+Kz in the production of b-i quark pairs in proton-proton 
collisions. The flavor of the B-meson can be determined by the sign of the decay leptan from 
the other B hadron. The error of the sin28 measurement can be expressed as 

6(sin20) z 
I 

DJS 

where the parameters in this equation are summarized in Table 1. 
One significant uncertainty in judging the feasibility of a CP violation signal mea- 

surement is the total production rate of b - 6 quark pairs. A big systematic error comes 
from theoretical and MC implementation uncertainties. 34.5 As is explained in Ref. 3, the 
comparison between the analytical and MC cnlculations is not straight forward. 

The prediction of PYTHIA 5.6’, with the CTEQ PDF set CTEQlL’, is used in the 
following calculations without an additional multiplicative factor. The three processes to 
produce b - b pairs, flavor production, shower and flavor excitation process, were simply 
added together assuming that the ambiguity due to the double counting is less important than 
other amhiguities.‘The total cross section strongly depends on the chaiceof the minimum p, 
of the produced partons, but the cross sections which pass the signal event selection are not. 
The total cross section in Table I was calculated using P,,~,” = 0 for the flnvor production 
and IO GeV for the other processes. 
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Table 1. Paramelers for sin28 mea.wrement Table 2. Particle Properties (Eff. includes all effects) 

arameter I Descriotion I Value 
I 

N prod Number of Ed, & : ~&it. Oai. 21~ 9.3 x10” 

j Cdl int. luminosity per year at L = ltlzl ~rn-~sec-’ I fi-’ 

aat cross section for b - b production 1.2 mb (Sec..2) 

fd fraction of Bd mesons from b quark 0.39 (f.=o.l3.~s.,“,.=o.I) 

Br Branching faction of Ed + J/$ + Kg 0.032 xIO-~ (Ref. 8) 

e Total detection efficiency : cd.< C~,;~ tc~ eta0 2.2 x10-e 

L&C Br(J/$ - p+p-). Br(K: --t r+x-) 4.12 x10-l 

C,,ig trigger efficiency 0.10 (Sec.4) 

CCP detect and reconstruct the signal 4.6 x10-3 (Sec.3,4) 

Q.* B flavor tagging “sing muons 0.11 (Sec.4) 

D Dilution factors : d,,, d,,, da. 0.21 

d,i, mixing of Bd prior to decay 0.47 

4,. = I - 2xw, incorrect Rnvor tagging 0.6 (Sec.4) 

4 = S/(S + B), backgrounds in the “signal” 0.95 (Sec.3) 

The cross section “sing CTEQIL was compared with that “sing the set 2 of the PDF 
by Marlin sod T”ngg. Although the total cross sections differ by a factor of 2, the cross 
sections passing the event selection differ only by 15%. Th’ IS indicates how the cross section 
depends on the parametrization at small x, but the ellect of the O(a:) correction can be still 
large, and the predicted number of the s&I can he off by a factor of 2. 

Finally, note that PYTHIA was modified to include the correct longitudinal polariza- 
tion of vector mesons decaying from B mesons to cnlculate the acceptance of J/$ correctly. 

3. GEM DETECTOR, PARTICLE PROPERTIES, AND BACKGROUNDS 

The GEM detector performance ww estimated using the MC GEMFAST’ based on 
detailed GEANT simulation. The GEM detector includes a central tracker and a muon 
system covering (71 < 2.5 in a 0.8 T magnetic field. Th e central tracker consists of a” inner 
silicon strip detector, and a barrel and two endcaps made by interpolating pad chambers. 
The silicon tracker is around 200 cm long and extends in radius from IO to 35 cm. The 
muon moment”m is reconstructed “sing the m”on system measurement atId the energy loss 
measured in the calorimeter, which is then combined with the measurement of the central 
tracker to improve the resolution at low momentum. The acceptance below 5 GeV is not 
well understood, but studies are in progress. The single muon trigger with a minimum pt of 
8 IO GeV at the origin is feasible. 

The particle properties are summarized in Table 2. Both Kg and .I/$ were recon- 
strutted by I) combining a pair of particles with invariant mass requirements shown in the 
last col”mn of Table 2, 2) applying the mass constraint fit, and 3) requiring the x1 of the 

P 3 (p,=SGeV) 

2 (p,>2OGeV) 

I J/3 1.5 (p,=lOGeV) 

2 (p,>30GeV) 

Kg 2 (p,=2GeV) 

/ 0.5 (p,~GGeV) Bd 

Efficiency o(mae.s) (Me’/) Particle Selection 

0.97 I I 

0.83 

I I 

0.55 17 M,, = 2.8 3.4 GeV 

,yz < 20 

0.6 (p,=2GeV) 8.3 Mr. = 0.45 0.55 GeV 

0.15 (p,=lSGeV) x2 2 5 

0 (p,=lOGeV) 24 (p,=lSGeV) M,,,,;= 5.2 5.36 GeV 

0.09 (p,>20GeV) 42 (p,=35GeV) 

constraint fit less than 5 and 20 respectively. The constritinl, fil improves the moment”mre~- 
olutio” of Kg by a factor of 5. It is assumed that the secandnty vertex can be reconstructed 
if those two tracks are well reconstructed, i.e., each t,rack has a!, least 4 silicon hits and 6 IPC 
hits. This condition is almost equivalent to requiring that tlw Kg decays within a cylinder of 
radius p = I5 cm and half length z = 70 cm in the beam dilwI,io”. The M,,,,:$strib”tion 
of the signal with and without mass constraint is shown in I’ig”re 1. The effiaency of the 
signal below p,(Bd) = 20 GeV strongly d e p ends on the mwu vliiciency at p,(fi) - 5 GeV. 

Type II background 
Type III background 

width = 33 MeV 

4.8 5 5.2 

Figure 1. M,,,,;; (GeV) dist,ribu!ilw 

5.4 5.6 

Three kinds of backgrounds were studied, which are s\unllnarized i” Table 3. Type I 
backgrounds contain J/G sod Kg decaying I. tom a B hadro” Hxkglo”nds involving $’ and 
xc, decays were also studied, and their contributioos were wgligibly small above M,,,,;= 
5.18 GeV. Type II are combinatorinl backgrounds of of 2,1’s ;inbd a Ii; in jets. The estimated 
backgrounds include I) J/d from B hadron decay + Kg in t,hc sanx jet (2.5%), 2) other J/4 
+ X (2.5%) and 3) muon pairs in heavy quark jets (2.5%). Type III contains K+ and r- 
which are combined to form 1~:. These backgrounds can be ~educ~xl by the requirement of a 
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Table 3. Backgrounds / Signal (W) in MI,+K;= 5.2 to 5.38 GeV 

Background process BR (%) Ns/Ns (W) 

I Ad + J/$ + I(” + J/$J + K; + r” Br(Bd + J/$ + K’o) = 0.153* 0.3 

B. + J/4 + I(-+ 4 J/$ + I(; + ,r+ Br(B,, + J/G + K’+) = 0.153* 0.3 

II Combinatorial background Br(B + J/$+X) = I.098 7.5 

II Bd - J/+ + I(” - J/$ + K+ + li- Br(Bd + J/$ + K’o) = 0.1538 2.4 

Bd --t J/$ + K+ + r- (non-resonant) Br assumed = 0.153 0.6 

Total background 11 

finite flight length of the I{: candidate, and though not simrhled, Table 3 shows the result 
assuming the rejection by a factor of 20. These backgrounds are also shown in Figure 1. 

4. SIGNAL SELECTION EFFICIENCIES AND DILUTION 

The cficiencies to select the signal is summarized io Table 4. To clnrify each effect, the 
calcolatioo was done using PYTIIIA, aod the parlicle detection efficiencies were multiplied at 
thr end. Among these ellicirnciq lhe lower limit of the muon p, coverage and the detection 
01 t,he I<: secondary vertex are the Imajor detector dependent factors. Table 4 also shows lhe 
efficiencies for different cases. 

Including all the elfects, the total efficiency to observe the signal is 5.4 x 10““, and 

Table 4. Efficiency 

Contributioo Acceptance Factor Comment 1 
Trigger IL p,t8GrV,lr)I < 2.5 0.12 

31”s p,>SGeV,lql 5 2.5 0.039 

Zn’s ~,?O.SGPV,I,~I 5 2.5 0.79 

x0.G if p,(trig)zl3GeV 

x1.7 if p,(thresbald)>4GeV 

x0.76 if pt(r)>lGeV 

z( K~decay) < 70 cm 0.71 xl.OG if z<lOOcm -~ 
p(K;decay) > 1 cm 1 0,97 

p(K;decrry) 5 I5 cm 0.42 xl.5 if r <30cm 

Parlicle Elliciencies 

Sub total (Detector dep.) 

b + /i for flavor tagging 

Jd, Br(Bci-J/4+KO,) 6d.r 

0.43 

4.6 x 10-4 

0.23 

5.1 x 10-G 

0.83(,+0.6G(J/~).O.Sl(K~).O.96(M~~) 

2.rlal ( including b and 6 decay ) 

Total 5.4 x 10-10 650 evts 1 1 ft-’ 9. J. G. Morfin and W. I<. Tug, Z. P/L+. ~152, 13 (1991). 

lhe detector dependence is a factor of 2 lo 3. As has been discussed before, the ambiguity 
of this number is a factor of 2 coming from tbr O(a:) correction. 

The cascade decay, b - c - p + s, gives the wrong sign for the flavor tagging. The 
hactian 01 tagging by Lbis cascade moon is dependent on the p, of the tagging muon, and is 
around 10% with p,(p) above 4 GeV. The conlribution of decay muons from K and r and 
the punch lhrougll arc negligible compared to olber elfecls. Including the Aavor oscillation, 
the wrong sign lagging frart,ion W in Table I was 0.2. 

5. SUMMARY 

Applying the mass constrain1 fits for J/$ and Kg, the mass resolution of the B,, signal 
was improved by a Iaclor of 2.5 to 33 MeV. With this resolution. the background fraction 
was around II%. 

Combining all these numbers in Equation (I), tl >e error 011 sin20 comes out to be 
r 

6(sin20) z 
0.27& - “$ 

rvbex ‘I’ is the total luminosity in units ol 1 II,-‘, i.e., IO’ seconds al C = 103zcm‘zsec~‘. 
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